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The Hogan Method: Techniques I’ve Come to Use While Coaching 

I never grew up wanting to be a coach. I thought for sure I would end up in medicine or 

perhaps follow my parents’ footsteps into engineering. I played sports growing up, sure, but they 

weren’t central to my childhood. I have more vivid memories of playing in the backyard than I 

do of putting points up on the scoreboard. When I finally started taking lacrosse seriously in high 

school, however, there’s one thing that stood out: the calm, cool, collected nature of the coaches 

that roamed the sidelines of my practices and games. Those are not words that you typically hear 

when someone describes a coach, but I believe that I gained first my coaching techniques from 

my experiences as a player. As a former college coach and current high school coach, I have seen 

my methods change over the years on the sideline. There have been many learning experiences 

including learning to use more questioning and implicit learning, while also many points of 

struggle, including how best to model for my athletes and create an effective practice. In the 

following sections, I will review how these experiences helped define my current coaching style. 

Learning Experiences 

As mentioned, I didn’t grow up with much deliberate practice, as Davids, Button and 

Bennett (2008), describe in Chapter 7 of their book. That is, I didn’t have a specialized coach or 

practices throughout the week that hammered home fundamentals of the game at a young age, 

but rather I had my backyard, playgrounds and a lot of pick-up sports based on what my Sister 

and I were watching on TV at that time of the year. Furthermore, when I did begin formal 

practices, my coaches never tried to teach me to a specific style of goalkeeping, but rather 

emphasized seeing a lot of shots in practices and on my own time. The one time I did have a 

coach who tried to “train” me a specific way, I felt I’d never played worse. I never really 

understood that this was a form of learning in itself, and thus my first learning experience during 
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this module occurred when I spent time watching Driska coach using implicit learning (Implicit 

Learning Methods of Skill Instruction, 2017). After watching this video, I finally understood 

why it was so important to continue my method of “letting the players play.” As a goalie, your 

goal is simple—stop the yellow ball from crossing the line. Thus, I’ve always preached that as 

long as you’re consistently saving, your technique should be yours to fine tune. That is not to say 

I don’t coach them along the way, but by and large I’m much more likely to give a specific 

situation in a practice (save 50% of the 1v1 shots, for instance) than harp on what the goalie 

should look like while making a save. Without even knowing it, I have been using implicit 

learning. One area I think I might even try is introducing more distractor tasks to see if I can be 

more effective when implementing this technique. 

In addition to implicit learning, I also use the technique of questionning quite a bit in my 

coaching. This is something that I picked up while actually working with a golf coach a few 

years ago, but refined throughout KIN855 last semester. What is exciting, however, is that after 

watching Driska’s video on questionning (2017), I realized that I now naturally question without 

even thinking about it! What first started as a trial and error appraoch, questionning is now 

something that I use frequently without even thinking about it. It also aligns perfectly with my 

vision (and that of the CLA) that each athlete is unique. By questionning, I can help guide 

athlete’s through their own discovery and solutions rather than provide the story for them, so to 

speak. 

Points of Struggle 

 While I am thrilled that I have noticed and implemented more questioning and implicit 

learning into my coaching toolbox, there are a few areas that I am looking to improve. The first 

area I think I could dive deeper into understanding is the use of modeling. For me, and especially 
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after really starting to believe in the constraints-led approach (CLA), I struggle with modeling. It 

is not that I don’t believe I am a good model (I know I am a skilled goalie and lacrosse player), 

but I have reservations that the athlete will either try to imitate, rather than emulate, my moves or 

not know what to watch for all together. After the reading of Chapter 7 by MacMahon, Baker, 

and Farrow (2013), however, I am a little more comfortable with when and how to model. In the 

future, I hope to encourage athletes to dictate when they would like to see something exampled. 

Furthermore, I think it is important to include verbal cues towards external action so that I can 

guide athletes for what they should be looking at, especially if it is a newer skill that they are not 

familiar with.  

 Another point of struggle I look forward to tackling is the Three B’s found in Chapter 8 

of MacMahon, Baker,  and Farrow ‘s book (2013). These include the brain, biomechanics and 

behavior. As a coach who is very interested in implementing more of a constraints-led approach 

in practices, I think the “brain” part of the B’s is the most important to focus on. That is, it seems 

critical to ensure that athlete’s are diagnosing and understanding the situation in which they are 

preforming a skilled movement. Repetition in an environment that is unlike a game simply does 

not translate well, so my goal as a coach, is to be super mindful when planning drills to make 

sure I am including this aspect into anything I do. While I know it may seem like learning takes 

longer, I am confident that if I am prepared and patient, the skill level of my athletes will 

ultimately surpass that of when I coached with more blocked practices. 

Conclusion 

Overall, I found this module to be super insightful to the coach that I currently am, as 

well as where I want to go. Looking forward, I hope to fully buy into the CLA. I believe 

throughout this class I have a much better understanding of what kind of constraints to 
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implement, but specifically these past weeks have really helped me understand techniques to use 

when coaching on the field. This includes continuing with my current practices of questioning 

and implicit learning (as well as the task constraints that go along with those practices), but also 

to use more modeling at the direction of my players as well as making sure the three B’s are a 

part of my coaching. I can honestly say I’ve seen so much growth in myself over the past half-

year or so, I’m excited to continue growing and learning to refine my practices! 
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